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Clubnight
Cancelled until September

THE BIRTHDAY BOX !
August birthday wishes to Dave Gordon, Graham Smith, Anne Graves, Eric
Crease and Dave Smith.
Opinions expressed in this newsletter are those of the contributor and not necessarily those of the Boundless by CSMA, North West London
Group Committee or those of the Editor. In addition, articles on maintenance, etc. are published in good faith and no liability can be accepted
by the Boundless by CSMA, North West London Group Committee or those of the Editor for the accuracy of such contributions or for damage
or malfunction arising from their use, no matter how they are used.

Visit The Big End on the Internet - http://news.boundlessevents.uk
Boundless North West London Group
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Editorial
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
It’s the British Grand Prix this coming weekend and we have live coverage of both qualifying and the
race on Channel 4. The first three races have produced some interesting racing (and penalties), so
hopefully the same will continue for the next two weekends at Silverstone. The first race had lots of
retirements, the second had a wet qualifying, and the third had a wet start.

Race 1 - Raikkonen

Race 2 - Hamilton

Race 3 - Verstappen

No entries to the captions competition, so we won’t bother putting any more in. Thanks to Mike for
trying.
It is a good job Doug is retired, otherwise he would not have had the time to build all these models.
This time we have a car build, rather than a boat. Keep up the fantastic modelling Doug.
We have another instalment from Ian on his travels.
We are planning on running a group karting evening later in the year (see advert), so your advance
interest would be most welcome. This will be a lighthearted event, suitable for everyone.
One odd benefit that I have had from the lock down has been the reduction in numbers at blood
donor sessions, which meant that when I went in at the end of the session on my due time, I got
straight in as there hadn’t been any cumulative delays earlier. Mind you, it was a bit optimistic to
decide to walk down to it, the air con in the car would have been so much better!
Seems the women's hair salons have been well booked up in advance of reopening, but the local
barbers seem to be empty most of the time, so I have also taken the opportunity to have a proper
cut. No more front cuts only for Zoom meetings!
Now that all the traffic is back on the roads, we also have to get used to some of the appalling driving
standards returning with it. And as for all those people who thought it was perfectly acceptable to
leave all their rubbish when they left the places visited, is totally incomprehensible.
Look at what one eagle eyed reader spotted on TV the other day. That is
Ian O’Connor (or a doppelganger) in the audience for Series 17, episode 5
of Top Gear, which originally went out on the 24th July 2011. Thanks to
Steven Harrison for spotting that one. If you want to see the clip itself, go to
the 31 minute mark (in Netflix).
Anyone else have a picture of themselves on TV? Send them in please, and
the older the better.
Keep safe.
Mike B.
NOTE: Deadline for contributions to the September newsletter is Thursday 20th August
The Big End - August 2020
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Chairmans
book
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Well it was really nice to see some of you at the Red Lion last month for a drink and a chat. Not our
usual gathering it has to be said, as we were all outside and sitting at different tables, we didn’t even
go into the pub, as orders were taken at a table outside and then brought over, all to keep social
distancing as you will understand. Even the toilets were outside!
However, the weather was kind to us and that was the first time I had a drink at a pub since lockdown
way back in March and it was certainly good for the mind one might say. Not that it has made up for
the lost clubnights and events, but it’s a start shall we say.
Unfortunately, or fortunately, I will not be at the next one as we are on holiday down in Cornwall at
our favourite spot Tintagel. But Ann and I will raise a glass to you all on the night!
You will be pleased to know that we had a Zoom committee meeting last month and we are going
to try and get our clubnights moving again. The first of these will be a walking treasure hunt, curtesy
of Anne and Steve, on the 1st September. So let us hope that we can avoid a second spike of the
virus. Bowling will hopefully then follow in October.
Please don’t forget the social gathering at the visitor’s centre in Wendover Woods on the 1st August,
detail’s as per the advert later in the newsletter. All I would ask is that if you are coming, can you
please let Doug know, either by email or text etc.
After the one event in March, the HRCR Stage rally championship has now been cancelled for this
year. The only good thing is that I understand our championship entry fee will be carried over to next
year. The same goes for the Retro Run at the end of September, our entry for that has also now
been carried over to next year. As a consolation, I booked the Rising Sun in Lynton & Lynmouth for
the same weekend, as we had our earlier booking at the hotel in June cancelled.
Spoke to Frontline this week, and the engine builder now has a replacement block and the new
cylinder liners, so hopefully I will get a timeline soon of when I might get it back, fingers crossed
might even have it for the end of September for our weekend away.
At the start of lockdown the roads were empty, now we are back to normal or even worse, as there
has been a sudden increase in roadworks everywhere and temporary cycle lanes at the most
congested areas, such as around Hammersmith and Kew Bridge, which has made getting out and
about to my projects somewhat difficult, as I am still avoiding buses and trains.
Good news is that I got my haircut last weekend, but I have to wait until September for the dentist!
I certainly enjoyed Doug’s article last month on the building of his Bluebird K7 model. If you haven’t
yet looked up the video footage on YouTube, take a look as they are very impressive, especially the
one taken from the cockpit! Ian and Lorraine’s second instalment of their Mini Euro Trip was just as
interesting, but for different reasons, as it reminded me of when Ann and I took the Sprite across to
Ireland in the early eighties during the petrol crisis (ED: you wouldn’t do that now with “that” engine!).
Hopefully perhaps Doug and Ian’s efforts might spark the writing talents of the rest of you as I am
sure Mike would welcome some more articles! (ED: yes he would)
Finally, with Mike Biss being the only one to submit anything for last month’s photo caption, I will
declare him the winner and he can look forward to receiving a bottle of red wine (Mike if you prefer
White let me know) when I next see him.
Stay safe and don’t forget your mask!
Mike H.
The Big End - August 2020
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Secretarys
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
First of all, I can now report that I have managed to have a haircut and the Brylcreem Gel is no
longer required (not that it did much anyway!). It is certainly very much more controllable and
manageable, and I don’t look too much like a scarecrow when I wake up in the mornings.
Your Committee has had another virtual Zoom committee meeting a couple of weeks ago with the
emphasis trying to put together a draft programme of clubnights, events and activities that could
take place within the ongoing restrictions. Obviously, we are aware of the continued change in the
situation and we will try to adjust accordingly.
A few of us did take advantage of the Red Lion’s huge garden on the evening of 16th July for our
Chat and a Drink gathering. Social distancing was strictly observed, and the pub certainly did seem
to have everything very well organised. It also appears that the interior of the pub has been
decorated and is much brighter throughout. Strangely enough, the pub was far busier than we have
ever seen it on a Thursday evening, most likely due to the massive outdoor area and the reasonably
pleasant weather. Hopefully we will be able to meet in the same way for a few more informal Chat
and a Drink evenings on Thursday 20th August and Thursday 17th September.
Doug has done a little research and suggested, for those who would like to meet up, a very informal
get-together on Saturday 1st August at Wendover Woods (just north of Tring) between 2pm (ish)
and 4pm (ish). The café and toilets at the site are open but you could always bring your own picnic
if that is your preference. There should be more detail elsewhere in this Big End, but please give
Doug a call for final details.
We are hoping to resume Clubnights in September commencing with a walking treasure hunt
around Hemel Hempstead Old Town on Tuesday 1st September. Anne and Steve Graves will be
organising this one, so please meet up outside The Old Town Hall, High Street, Hemel Hempstead,
HP1 3AE by 7:30pm bearing in mind it will be dark soon after so a good torch would be useful. This
will be the first time we have run a treasure hunt in the dark, but I am sure Anne and Steve will take
this into consideration and keep the clues simple for us.
It seems the running of our autotest events remains in the hands of the landowner who is still
undecided about what he intends to do with his fields in the current crisis. There are also restrictions
from Motorsport UK on how the events can be run at the moment which may well limit the number
of competitors, which may therefore restrict the financial wellbeing of running the events – please
watch this space and I am sure Mike B will soon send out information if any competitions are likely
to take place.
Our very provisional programme is as follows, but please watch out for changes and/or give me a
call for further confirmation;
Thursday 20th August – NWL Chat and a Drink – The Red Lion, Hemel Hempstead
Tuesday 1st September – NWL Clubnight – walking treasure hunt, Hemel Hempstead
Thursday 17th September – NWL Chat and a Drink – The Red Lion, Hemel Hempstead
Tuesday 6th October – NWL Clubnight – tenpin bowling at Dunstable
Thursday 15th October – NWL Chat and a Drink – The Red Lion, Hemel Hempstead
Tuesday 3rd November – NWL Clubnight – Quiz at The Red Lion, Hemel Hempstead
That’s about it for now – please keep safe and well and follow the guidelines!!
Alan T
The Big End - August 2020
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North London Region (NEL / NWL / TV)

Motor Sport Coordinators' Bulletin

August 2020

Date Day
Event (Status)
Type of Event
Club
Champ
Aug Sun 9
? Paddock Autotest (Cm)
Grass autotest
CSMA NWL
Region
Sun 23 * Sywell Autotest (Cm)
Grass autotest
Falcon MC
Sep Sun 13 ? Chiltern Autotest (Cm)
Grass autotest
CSMA NWL
Region
Oct Sun 4
Boanerges AutoSolo (Cm) Cross between autotest/sprint
Oxford MC
Sun 11 ? Autumn Autotest (Cm)
Grass autotest
CSMA NWL
Region/Southern
Mon 26 * Goodwood Track Day (C)
Drive own car on race track
CSMA MSG
Licence required: (I/Nat/Inter/Cm) = MSUK Licence, (C) = Club Card, () = Nothing, * = Regs available
Past Events
Future Events
The Motorsport UK guidelines have changed since last month, and double driven cars are now allowed on autotests
etc, so long as they are cleaned between drivers. This has also allowed rallying to restart, so our 12 Car rallies can be
run, subject to no further lock downs.
Grass Autotests I am still awaiting a reply from the farmer who owns the field! Until we get a reply, we can’t plan
anything. Looks like that the first one we could run won’t be until September now.
Goodwood Track Day The Motorsports Group, in conjunction with MGs-On-Track, will be running a track day at the
Goodwood race circuit in West Sussex on Monday 26th October. There is a dedicated session (of 15 minutes every
hour) to the club and costs are £199 per car, which allows more than one driver for the same car but you just share the
same amount of time between you. More details on Motorsport Group website/Facebook page. Contact Mike Harrison
if interested or further details.
12 Car Rallies These are being planned to run from January to April, as usual, so dates should be confirmed for next
months editon.
Mike Biss: NLR Motor Sports Coordinator

Tel: 07753 137415

E-mail: mike.biss@btinternet.com

NWL Group Picnic - Wendover Woods
Saturday 1st August - 2pm to 4pm (subject to weather)
Cafe (outdoor only) and toilets open
Car parking - up to 2 hours £2.50, up to 4 hours £4.80 (Pay cash/card on exit at pay booth by Cafe)
Groups of six.
Location - As you enter the
car park, turn left and park
down the far end. exit the
car park here and turn right
(away form the café area)
and walk 50m down the
track and you will see a
large grass picnic area on
your right. We will be in this
general area, but please call
if you can't find us!
We will be there from 1pm,
for a picnic lunch and then
we will go for a one hour
walk in the woods.
Please phone/email Doug to confirm attendance in advance: douglas.h@btinternet.com or 07917 021312
The Big End - August 2020
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Porsche 917K
I thought this month, I would bore you all with a model I have been building during lock down. This
car is one of my favourites, the Porsche 917k, one of the most successful Porsche racing legends.
This model is a FUJIMI 1/24th scale plastic kit, imported from Japan, and difficult to get hold of,
unless you know where to go and grab one quick when they become available. This is the “70 Le
Mans Gulf colour” version and comes with the correct details and decals for this particular car, which
was raced at Le Mans. The model is really not for kids and is incredibly detailed and requires
patience and good eye sight, which for me is a challenge!
The model took me over six weeks to complete, as each stage, front suspension, rear suspension,
engine and cockpit, requires the careful painting of all the fine detail. The body also requires
painting, ideally with an air brush and the paint mixing to get the correct Gulf blue colour. Finally the
decals are carefully applied with tweezers.
Hope you enjoy the pictures
Cheers Doug

NWL Fun Karting Evening
Dunstable (indoor)
Friday 13th November
£35 (max) for three 15 minute timed practice sessions.
15 mins break in-between.
500m multi-level track.
Arrive by 19:45
Contact Gwilym if interested.
Gwilym.Griffiths@boundlesscommunity.co.uk
The Big End - August 2020
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The Hills are Alive
Having had a superb Euro Trip in 2016, with only one major tick left off the Bucket List, 2017 saw a
new plan, with new destinations and more scope for a motorised holiday around Europe again.
Lorraine and I had both done our CBT tests, both purchased 125cc scooters and I also purchased
a newer work van / race van, so we got to planning.
The van was an ex Utility’s Welfare Unit and came kitted out with additional seating, electrics,
microwave and tea boiler. Very much like a Service barge !
The destination was the Austrian Tyrol region via Lake Konstanz again to take up our airship flight,
this time hopefully it was going happen.
The van received some additional fitting out to allow the scooters to be stored in the back with a
double bed over the top. Charlie (Lorraine’s Classic Mini) was to be on a trailer, so we had choices
of how and where we could visit during the stop overs.
First issue arose a few weeks before departure in that you cannot ride abroad with a CBT licence.
Strange one this, as the UK is the only country that took up this EU idea of a proper training course
and licence for up to 125 cc bikes. Throwing the push bikes in the back and off we went.

Our first stop, once we left the ferry at Dunkirk, was Spa Francorchamps race circuit. We found a
camp site located in the forest behind Eau Rouge and even at 7pm on a Sunday night, we could
hear cars on the circuit. Next morning we set off to have a look round the villages of Spa & Malmedy,
a good look at the circuit itself. We found the Spa Karting track, with a clubhouse that sits beside
the track, on the long run down towards the Bus Stop Chicane. There was a track day in progress
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and there is very good viewing from that point. We then moved round towards the Start/Finish and
the pit building, but the gates were locked as this was a ticket only day.
Next port of call was the Nürburgring, part of the reason for
bringing along the Mini.
A must for anyone, public access
starts at around 5pm and you
purchase laps on a token system
for 25 Euros a lap. The Mini was
unloaded and driven into the car
park near the ticket office. One
lap each, we thought should suffice. Chatting with a few English
guys before it was opened, I
asked if there was a drivers briefing? “No”, “Do we get a circuit
map”? “No”, “How do we know
when to brake, countdown
boards maybe?” “No”.
The only advice we got was, “It’s
very hard to be a hero round the Ring, but very easy to be a Zero, keep your eyes on your mirror,
stay right and let faster cars past”
Five o’clock came and we lined up, put the tokens in, up went the barrier and we were off. Lorraine
took the first lap, I was on look out for faster cars and the infamous Corkscrew bend. So down
towards the F1 track we sped with Porsches, BMW M3’s and M5’s flying past us, even Ring Taxies!.
Yes, you can get in a high speed taxi around the Ring, race drivers earning a living. So the nerves
had settled a little by about the four Kilometre marker. As long as we weren’t being shadowed by
the fearless or plain mad locals, Lorraine was taking the racing line where we had a clear view or
where we could see the experienced drivers braking. We noticed a number of professional
photographers and even two spectator areas around the 20 Kilometre ring.
The proofs turn up online the following day
and we both have a photo as a memento. The
corkscrew comes up about 17 Km’s, if it’s
clear take the lower section or if not stay high,
I did feel the car go a little light towards the
end of Lorraine’s run but we had a clear lap.
Headed into the car park again to let the car
cool down and check it over. I will say this pit
area is buzzing with smiling people, all fuelled
on adrenaline with tales of close to spinning or
taking to the grass. We were joined by a father
and son from Spain in their classic Mini, having made the long journey without the comfort
of a trailer from Malaga.
It was at this point a German Gentleman asked Lorraine to accompany him for a lap in his 1 litre
VW Lupo. “Don’t worry” he said “I've been driving this circuit since 1979, I know it well and I can also
beat my son in his modern Mini Cooper S!”
The lap board at the start venue displays the number of cars and bikes on the circuit at any time and
advises of any incidents, so this chap had wandered off with my intended. I was a little concerned
to see the amber lights come up and the session halted after about 10 minutes. My fears were
The Big End - August 2020
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allayed as the Lupo made its way back into the pits and a smiling Lorraine emerged with tales of a
running commentary, squealing tyres and taking the lower part of the corkscrew bend.
Next up was my turn. It certainly feels like a 20 Km tarmac stage, this time I was holding my line and
letting the faster cars back off more before the corners. That was our trip around the Nürburgring
and we bought the customary car sticker that says I've done it.
The Mini was back on the trailer and we headed off towards Koblenz for another overnight stop.
Two punctures on the trailer greeted us the next morning as we woke and only one spare. So our
first job was to search the tyre garages for just a simple pair of 165 x 13’s. Low profile in every size
only. Eventually a garage tracked a couple down and they were delivered by about 4 o’clock, we
were on our way again, heading towards Friedrichshafen and the airship. After what seemed like a
very long day crossing Germany, we arrived and parked up beside the University, a quick bite and
fell into bed. Next morning the dark clouds were overhead and the rain was falling. This didn’t seem
like ideal flying weather for an aircraft that seems to go where the wind wants to take it. We
wandered over to the Flight centre exactly a year to day we were last here.
All seemed a little quiet and deserted apart from the receptionist, handing over the tickets we were
greeted with “I'm Sorry we are not flying today due to the weather! but you are booked for tomorrow
and conditions look better, so we will see you tomorrow”.
Somehow I'd got my days and dates mixed up!
We wandered around to a lakeside camping area, unloaded the bikes and headed into the town of
Friedrichshafen for a days sightseeing. As the home of the Zeppelin, it has a dedicated airship
museum, with a mock-up of the restaurants, kitchen, bedrooms and observation decks from the
Graff Zeppelin. Strangely they used open flame cooking alongside highly flammable gas!
Thursday morning was bright and sunny and as we
were cooking breakfast, we heard a sound and saw
a sight we were looking forward too and the Zeppelin passed overhead, out over Lake Konstanz. This
looked like the day.
We checked in around 12 noon, sat in a departure
lounge and waited. We were given a flight safety
briefing due to the airship flying over water and
boarded the minibus out to the ship. We were told
on the way out that the craft is loaded in a 2 off 2 on
fashion or else it would simply float away if the last
group all disembarked. We took our seats and
buckled up as soon as we boarded the aircraft,
everyone gets a window seat.
Once we had hit our cruising altitude of 1,000 feet
and speed of 65 mph, the seat belts could be
undone and you can walk around the cabin. The
rear seat is a bench type, with a clear Perspex back
window, you can look directly below the ship and up
under its belly, not something you do on aeroplanes. For the brave there is a drop down flap on
the door you can lean out and take photos, I did
take up the challenge to do this without dropping my
phone, but there was no way I was going to lean on the door, just in case.
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The rear seat
The 45 minute trip takes you across the Lake towards Switzerland, then takes a long arc over
Friedrichshafen back towards the airfield. As we approached, I could see an aircraft taxing out
towards the runway, so the pilot just sort of stopped and waited for 5 minutes until the 737 had
cleared the runway and we approached across the main runway back to the landing crew.

Stepping off the ship, we joined the tradition of waving off the next flight before returning to the mini
bus.
It had been worth the 43 years plus 1 wait. We highly recommend it. Leaving Germany behind, we
headed to the Austrian Alps.
Ian
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Diary
2020
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
CLUBNIGHT Venue
The Red Lion,
56 London Road,
Hemel Hempstead
HP3 9TD

DRINK & CHAT Venue
The Red Lion,
56 London Road,
Hemel Hempstead
HP3 9TD

August
Sat 1st

NWL Group Picnic - Wendover Woods (OUR FIRST EVENT)

Tue 4th
Sun 9th
Thu 20th

NWL Clubnight - ?
NWL Paddock Autotest ?
NWL Chat and a Drink - The Red Lion, HH

September
Tue 1st
Sun 13th
Thu 17th

NWL Clubnight - Walking Treasure Hunt, Old Town HH
NWL Chiltern Autotest ?
NWL Chat and a Drink - The Red Lion, HH

October
Tue 6th
Sun 11th
Thu 15th

NWL Clubnight - Tenpin bowling, Dunstable
NWL Autumn Autotest ?
NWL Chat and a Drink - The Red Lion, HH

Dates to reserve:

Friday 13th November - NWL Karting evening
The Big End - August 2020
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